Pierre Frankel in Moscow (C): Results
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Purpose of Survey:

The purpose of this survey is to see what other classes think about Fast Food questions that we asked them.
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Questions:

What's your favourite FF restaurant?

- (McDonalds, KFC, Subway, Harvey's, Burger King, None, Other)
- Do you think eating fast food is unhealthy? (Yes or No?)
Questions:
• Which fast food restaurant do you never go to? (McDonalds, burger king, Harvey, subway, KFC, none, other)
• Which fast food restaurant do you go to a lot? (McDonalds, Subway, Harveys, KFC, Burger King, None, Other)
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Sample Group:
We approximately surveyed about 40-45 people in our Fast Food Survey.
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How we got our Data:
We collected our data by doing a survey and going to class to class to get the information for the survey.
Which Restaurant Do You Never Go To?

Number of People Who Never Go There

Fast Food Restaurants

- McDonalds
- Burger King
- Harvey's
- Subway
- KFC
- Other
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